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Automatic video superimposed text detection based on nonsubsampled contourlet transform
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Compared with other video semantic clues, such as gestures, motions etc., video text generally provides highly useful and 
fairly precise semantic information, the analysis of which can to a great extent facilitate video and scene understanding. 

It can be observed that the video texts show stronger edges. The nonsubsampled contourlet transform (NSCT) is a fully shift-
invariant, multi-scale, and multi-direction expansion, which can preserve the edge/silhouette of the text characters well. 
Therefore, in this paper, a new approach has been proposed to detect video text based on NSCT. First of all, the 8 directional 
coefficients of NSCT are combined to build the directional edge map (DEM), which can keep the horizontal, vertical and 
diagonal edge features and suppress other directional edge features. Then various directional pixels of DEM are integrated into 
a whole binary image (BE). Based on the BE, text frame classification is carried out to determine whether the video frames 
contain the text lines. Finally, text detection based on the BE is performed on consecutive frames to discriminate the video 
text from non-text regions. Experimental evaluations based on our collected TV videos data set demonstrate that our method 
significantly outperforms the other 3 video text detection algorithms in both detection speed and accuracy, especially when 
there are challenges such as video text with various sizes, languages, colors, fonts, short or long text lines.

Figure: The framework of proposed method.
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